


SAS’ in-flight service
Comfort, entertainment 
and unique touches
SAS Scandinavian Airlines understands that passengers want 
efficient service and a hassle-free journey, from beginning 
to end. But they also expect a little more – extra comfortable 
seats for a good night’s sleep, a touch more leg-room, Scandi-
navian-influenced cuisine, Scandinavian design, and genuine, 
caring and friendly staff. 

SAS Scandinavian Airlines offers three cabin classes to suit 
passengers’ needs and budgets: Business, Economy Extra and 
Economy. No matter the service class, passengers onboard will 
experience the Scandinavian feel and personal space, coupled 
with the latest in-flight comfort and entertainment.

SAS Business
When flying SAS’ Business, SAS guarantees one of the best 
travel experiences in the industry, from Fast Track security and 
the unique lounges, to one of the most comfortable Business 
seats in the sky.
 The SAS Business Sleeper offers passengers more comfort and 
privacy than ever before, along with a built-in massage function, 
audio/video-on-demand entertainment and clever storages for 
laptops and other items.
 Business class passengers enjoy SAS’ renowned Scandinavian 
World Cooking – the best of the world’s cuisine, served the 
Scandinavian way. Besides a superior meal service, SAS also 
offers a light, cold meal on night flights to passengers who wish 
to sleep as soon as possible, as well as the “Grab & Go” breakfast 
bag and coffee for those who wish to sleep longer.
 Between meals, passengers are welcome to help themselves 
to drinks, fruits, snacks and sandwiches from the popular buffet 
bar, which also features an espresso machine.
 Other unique in-flight touches in SAS Business include spacious 
restrooms with windows and a handle bar to stretch your back 
during the flight.
 
Economy Extra
Scandinavian Airlines is one of very few airlines worldwide to 
offer a premium Economy class, following customer demand. 
SAS’ separate cabin offers a more spacious and peaceful 
environment in a 2-3-2 configuration, to ensure passengers 
maximum space. Seats are wider and more comfortable than in 
Economy, with almost a metre of legroom.
 Each seat has a personal screen with audio/video-on-demand, 
and a laptop power outlet.
 Economy Extra passengers enjoy a more generous service, 
with a wider selection of meals and beverages.

SAS Economy
SAS is the only Northern European airline to offer Economy 
passengers personal screens, ergonomically designed seats 
and the widest seat pitch. Besides a wide range of movies, music 
and video games, it is also possible to watch landing and take off 
live through our landscape cameras. SAS also offers Economy 
passengers a wide selection of magazines onboard.
Onboard our Airbus A330 and A340 aircraft, we have a spacious 
2-4-2 configuration and SAS is one of few airlines to allow 
advance seat reservation.

SAS in-flight services in brief
Scandinavian Airlines offers passengers the highest 
standard and latest in-flight comfort.

• SAS offers Business, Economy Extra and Economy. 
• SAS is one of few airlines to offer a premium Economy 
 class: Economy Extra.
• SAS’ Business guarantees one of the best travel 
 experiences in the sky.  
• Personal screens in all classes, and audio/video-on-
 demand in Business and Economy Extra.
• Spacious configurations: 2-2-2 in Business, 2-3-2 in 
 Economy Extra and 2-4-2 in Economy.
• SAS offers amongst the widest seats in each class. 


